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PUBLIC INFORMATION
OF ROMANIAN ELECTRICITY AUTHOTITÍ REHEL

- THE FIRST STEP XA04C0397

In the case of the nuclear facilities, a special attention
is required for both the reason of a feeling of fee«: and the
emotion induced to the population or to the local authorities as
«all.

Till now, in our country, the public relation was not taking
into account in the process of developing the big industries and
especially the nuclear industry»

Since December 1989, all the decisions had been taken at the
top level without the possibility of discussing or improving them
and the public relation didn't exist - at least in the nuclear
field.

Nowadays, information and communication represent two key-
words which had started to be used in our life but they aren't
allwaye used with the espected results.

Until now the population didn't manifest for any kind of
reaction against the construction of a nuclear power plant in our
country. But taking into account the low level of their knowledge
concerning the nuclear energy, the population might be in the
danger of a wrong orientation against the acceptance of using
such energy.

Romania, in this way must enter in the international area of
information and communication.

The establishment of an information policy for population
has the following steps;

the availability of a true nuclear knowledge and a
day to day communication which aimB at developing public
confidence;

- this confidence having been obtained the second step
will be to maintain it;

- a full propaganda concerning the implementation of
new NPPe in Romania;

- the first CANDU units of Cernavoda NPP being built is
necessary to increase the prevention and management of possible
oriels situations.

At the RENEL-GEN level a Co-ordinating Group has been named
to implement the whole activity of the pnhHn infnrTnntinn policy.

dirBcfcly in this kind of activity.
AS a result of the ch«ng«B that occured in the life of

Romania after the Revolution of December 1989 as * The Romanian
Professional Nuclear Energy Association" was founded in August
1990 and was admitted as new ENS full wember-e by the Steering
Committee at its meeting in AsconafSwitzerland) on april 12,1991.

RENEL - GEN in association with AREN beginning with 1992 had
marked the fiwt ctepis in the iaploaentatioi^ o f - Ä K C » inforniatdon-
policy and in the same time the-firat^öticcessfal-l - activities-in-a-
permanent educational and communication strategy«

Assuming the decision to make the people understand what the
nuclear energy means and what it can represent for them with all
implementations which it involved in our social-economical
life and last but not least in the environmental one, we must
find all the methods that answer efficiently in the "thirst for
knowledge".
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Our whising in thp. domain was to make and to distribute

Informational Bulletins both to specialists in the field and
other kindB of people involved in the nuclear activities all over
the country. These Bulletins have lots of information concerning
the nuclear activity from home and abroad.

Concerning the written documents It is necessary to have
texts written not only for the nuclear specialista but for the
whole public and they should illustrate all the activities
related to the nuclear power plant working, economical, social
and ecological impact, safety, radiations nuclear fuel,
radioactive waste and so on. Thus, some folders were elaborated
and printed.

A special attention was payed to the printed material for
children and teenergers "What is the Energy", "What is the
Electrical Energy and How We Can Obtain it?","What is the Nuclear
Energy and How We can Obtain Electrical Energy from Nuclear
one?", have just been only a few headlines proposed as subjects
for « Children Illustrated Texts For" contest.

There are two Romanian brochures intitled "Energy from
Atoms" and " A Wonderfull Land" which are addressed to children
of different ages and to schoolchildren and which will be printed
within this year.

Another object of this programme was to obtain some drawings
with different subjects croGßections through tho NPP, reactor,
equipment (all these ones reff©ring to the Cernavoda HPPJ,
radiations and their ecological impact, energy-man-environmental
relation and BO on-all having a high quality.

A specially attractive propaganda device is the preparation
of various materials which, by their nature, have the capacity of
drawing the attention towards a certain phenomenon, for example
nuclear energy» There have been made hand bags, advertisments,
badges a.s.o.

Cernavoda project has permanently been focused by us. This,
there has been conceived a cycle of films presenting the plant
under all its aspects.

The first stage consists of a video- tape "Cernavoda - NPP -
The First Day" presenting the site, concept (based on CANDU
reactors) all these revealing safety aspects*

speciality articles, comments are included our magazine
"Nuclear Energy" which is issued by AREN twice a year.

The final step of this first stage was the organization of
an exhibition - by AREN and by support of RENEL-GEN and by
ISPE-ON and AAC ~ intitled "50 years of Nuclear Energy".

On this occasion, there was proven the efficiency of a whole
year activity and the public interest for what nuclear energy
represents. The foldings, the advertisments, computer simulations
and video-tapes were highly appreciated by the visitors.

During the six days of the exhibition, specialists from the
fields of nuclear safety, radiations and special effects and QA
for NPP, radioactiv waste management, impact upon environment,
Cernavoda NPP concept, all of them answered the questions of the
visitors and offered explanations and clues for the problems
raised by visitors.

The exhibition was a first successfull step in the field of
public awareness upon nuclear energy with reference to the deftjgn
and construction of nuclear objectives in our country.
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w Cernavoda NPP - The First Day"

This film represents the first stage of a cycle of 3 films
about Cernavoda NPP. in this first part you will be presented the
site, concept of Cernavoda NPP (endowed with CANDU reactors) all
revealing safety characteristics.

" 50 Years of Nuclear Energy"

In 1992 there were celebrated 50 years since the first
nuclear reactor ever built (Chicago 1942} by E, fenai and his
team, AREN organized, by the support of RENEL-GEN, IfíPE-ON and
AAC# an exhibition during 1 ^ 6 December.

n 50 Years of Nuclear Energy"

The film contains aspects of this exhibition (organization,
development as well as the two key moments which marked itB final
succes: the award of "Ionel Purica" Prize (a great Romanian
Phisicist) and the Press Conference " the Romanian Energetic
Program and Cernavoda NPP".


